Innovators to the core.

Amplify your home’s attraction.
The exceptional appearance of Oracle™ Solid CoRe Siding®’s authentic, true-milled cedar woodgrain and
radiant, low-gloss finish will give your home an illustrious look season after season. Available in both the
natural elegance of Quad 4" Clapboard and the remarkable beauty of Quad 4.5" Dutchlap profiles, Oracle’s
unique design and structural integrity will give your home an enticing, enduring, affordable look.

Window & Door Trim

Accents to make your home complete.
Solid CoRe™ Architectural Essentials™ are the decorative window and
corner systems, trim boards, crown moldings and other details that pull

5" and 3.5" Window
Lineal

Window Crown Molding

your entire exterior together. Made to match the aesthetics, quality and
efficiency of Exterior Portfolio®, the attractive, soft-brushed finish looks
like real painted wood trim. Architectural Essentials cover every area of
your home, providing the perfect final touch. Most Architectural Essentials
Accessories are available in the same gorgeous Smart Styles™ color options

Windowsill Lineal

Integral Window Trim

Window Crown Molding, Windowsill Lineal, and Integral
Window Trim are only available in Aspen White, Country
Beige and Clay.

as Oracle.™ All are engineered to fit smoothly with any Oracle design style
you choose.

smart styles
Corners
For a decorative 3-piece corner system, combine
the corner connector with any of the window styles.

3-Piece Corner System

Pearl

Wheat

Country Beige

Saddle

Driftwood

Clay

Mocha

Rye

Bone

Harbor Blue

Cypress

Greystone

Desert

5.5" Corner Post

Decorative Trim

Finish Board

Aspen White

Crown Molding

Oracle Quad 4" and Quad 4.5" Dutchlap are available in all 14 colors listed above.
Architectural Essentials Accessories are available in up to 17 colors depending
on the product style.
Exterior Portfolio® is more than beautiful, long lasting exterior products
for your home. We believe in a sustainable future for everyone. For you,
this means a home made from environmentally preferred materials. For
us, it means cladding products offering benefits such as durability and
low maintenance. All of our products provide a long service life that
requires no harmful finishes. Because our commitment to the environment
stretches from our home to yours, we engineer sustainable benefits
into our product development process through innovations such as
our Smart Track ™ moisture management system and our Solid CoRe™
insulation. To learn more, please visit www.ExteriorPortfolio.com.

A legacy of integrity.
Exterior Portfolio® is recognized as the
category leader in innovative exterior
design products and tools for remodelers,

Oracle Quad 4.5" Dutchlap is engineered with Solid CoRe™ insulation, through
our exclusive TXL™ Lamination Technology, giving your home all the performance
advantages of Smart Core™ intelligent design.

Smart Track™ System
Our Smart Core insulation
breathes naturally … moisture
vapor evaporates as it passes
through the panel. Specially
designed Smart Track ridges
create an air space for ventilation,
allowing moisture to evaporate.

Any excess moisture is
guided out through
Smart Track engineered
channels. Smart Track
creates the ultimate moisture
management system.

contractors, architects, builders and
homeowners. Exterior Portfolio was the

Oracle™ Solid CoRe Siding® Performance Features

first to introduce product innovations

True-milled cedargrain finish

like CraneBoard® Solid CoRe Siding®,

No Painting. No Scraping. True Maintenance Freedom!

BellaStone® and Architectural Essentials™

R-value up to 2.5 depending on profile

trim and accessories as well as cuttingedge marketing tools like the Dream

Smart Core insulation engineered to breathe and keep moisture out

200% stronger bond with our TXL Lamination Technology
300% more impact resistant than fiber cement

Designer® online visualizer tool and

45% noise reduction

Dream Designer Board. Now a part

17% better air filtration protection

of Royal Building Products, Exterior

CraneSpan® wide panel coverage

Portfolio continues to bring to market

Available in 14 colors

exterior design innovations that help build
neighborhoods of lasting value.

For more design inspiration, visit
www.ExteriorPortfolio.com
Find us on Facebook.
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